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INTRODUCTION

It is possible to examine the newspapers, magazines,

and other literature and find that there is a great deal of

controversy about today's educational system. Much of what

has been written consists of criticisms made on the basis

of casual observation by the author, or perhaps on the basis

of a specific problem which had irritated someone enough to

write a complaint. iJ'ortunately, however, not all criticism

was of this type.

There were also many prominent educators who felt that

"appraising and improving secondary schools should be a con-

tinuous process because of changes in society. " These were

the men and women who

made recommendations for improvement as well as criti-
cisms, and did so only after studying the high schools
of the United iltates so that there would be some basis
for both. A number of these studies have been given
national publicity and are of value in appraising the
high school and in making improvements.

2

The most recent and probably most widely known state-

ment of criticism and recommendations for improvinc second-

ary education was that produced by Dr. James Conant. Dr.

Conant, with the assistance of several other educators,

obtained factual data of practices then being carried out in

R. K, Bent and H. H. Kronenberg, rrinclple

3

of jec-
ondary .-education (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 1961),
p. 420.

^Ibid. , p. 423.
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many higb. schools througtiout the United states. He then took

his recommendations from those practices which he considered

to be of greatest Importance and feasibility for secondary

education in general. "It follows," said Dr. Gonant, "from

the premises of my study that my recommendations would in-

clude only what I had found to be well-established features

5
of at least one school."'^

The Problem

Statement of the Problem. The purpose of this study

was to compare selected recommendations made by James B,

Gonant, for the improvement of ^vmerican secondary education,

with those made by other prominent educators or groups of

educators.

Importance of the 3tudy . The study and comparison of

recommendations issued at various times in the past is a

study of trends in educational theory and practice.

Any recommezidation of value should be made in terms

of what are thought to be the fiinctions of education in

society. In tiirn, these functions should be determined by

what society expects and needs from education. Our society

is ever changing and with it needs are being altered. Thus,

5
-'James B. Gonant, The American rii^h ichool Today

(New York: McGraw-Hill BooC Oo., In. ,"19^9), p. 4TT

—
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the functions of and also the recommendations for iaproving

education are never constant hut continuously undergoing

revision.

As . • . group practices, interests, heliefs, and out-
looks change, the program of the school also changes.
In this basic sense education is a social affair.
Lducational choices are always, in the last analysis,
social changes.^

•Qhis comparison of suggested improvements is a com-

parison of social changes. By examining past trends and

thinking of them in terms of the society of which they were

a part, perhaps it would he possible to find present and

future educational trends through social changes which are

occuring today.

Limitations of the 3tudy

The time of this study is limited to selected inter-

vals from the Gommittee of Ten (1895) to the time of Gonant'j

recommendations (I960).

Because the study included only five sources, the

reference materials used were few.

Definition

Probably the only term which needs consideration here

John L. Childs, Education and ilorals (New York:
Appleton-Gentury-Grofts, Inc., 1950;, pp. 21-24, 26-28, cited
by August Kerber and Wilfred Smith, Mucational Issues in a
Chan?:lap society (Detroit, iiichigan: u'ayne Jtate University
Press, 1962;, p. 97.
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is the term "recommendation. " In this study a recommenda-

tion will be thought o£ as any constructive criticism or

suggestion for the improvement of secondary education issued

by a leading educational authority.

OrKanization of the .remainder of the ^le-port

The next two sections of the text are made up of the

report of the study, including all the recommendations con-

sidered, and the final section which includes the compari-

sons and conclusions.

Sources of Data and Method of Procedure

The material used for this report came entirely from

the literature, wherever possible, the original statements

were used rather than another author's interpretation of

the original work.

The procedure involved three steps—first, a review

of the literat\u*e; second, the selection of vsirious recom-

mendations related to the cixrriculum; and third, the listing

of any similarities and differences which exist. From these

comparisons the conclusion was drawn, oince most recommenda-

tions were stated in terms of the curriculum, an attempt was

made to limit all considerations to the curriculum.



THi; RKPORT OF THii STUDY

This section might also be called a review of the

literature since most of the material in the section is

recommendations which have heen selected from the writings

of various authors. The comparisons and conclusions have

been reserved for the final section.

The Committee of Ten - 1894

This committee was appointed by the National j:iduca-

tion Association in July of 1892. Its initial purpose was

the development of a uniform set of college entrance require-

ments, but it is remembered today for the recommendations

it made about high school curriculums. As was stated

earlier, in the importance of the study, any recommendations

made should be based upon some concept of what the function

or objectives of secondary education should be. It shomld

be useful in the comparisons which follow to know the objec-

tives upon which the various recommendations were based.

The Committee of Ten wisely foresaw that the first
and basic question was to determine the function of
the high school, to plan a suitable program for ful-
filling that function, and then to proceed to the
problem of college admission for graduates from such a
school.

5

^^i» M. Alexander and J. G. Saylor, Modern .iecondary
Education (Ifew York: Holt, Uinehart, and .»'inston, I960),
p. 1^9.
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The practical curriculiim was s^Yen importance when

the coxamittee said that "a secondary school programme intended

for national use must therefore be made for those children

whose education is not to be pursued beyond the secondary

school." However, this was not thought to be the only

function of education, for the committee also stated that

"it is obviously desirable that the colleges and scientific

schools should be accessible to all , . . who have completed

creditably the secondary school course."'

The Committee of Ten saw the dual function of the

secondary school; the education of those who would enter

adult work life after high school, and the preparation of

the more able students for continuation in a college or

scientific school. Keeping these two functions in mind, it

is interesting to examine the recommendations made by the

committee for the fulfillment of the functions.

The recommendations made by the Gommittee of Ten were

the result of their study and discussion of nine conference

reports. These conferences were created by the committee.

Each conference was composed of ten members acquainted with

their particular sub^ject of discussion. The nine subjects

were: Latin, Greek, i-Jiglish, other modern languages.

^Ibid., p. 150.

^Ibid. , p. 150.
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loatheiaatlcs, pliyslca and ohemistry, natural history, history

and civil government, and geography. The ma^jor topics to

be considered were (1) the proper limits of the subject,

(2) methods of instruction, (3) time allotment, and (4) the

8
methods of testing achievement.

Uhe committee's final report for the secondary school

was in the form of a suggested four-year curriculxm (i'ig. 1).

One basic program was for every student, no matter what his

or her future was to be.

Alexander Inp:lis -• 1918

At the same time that Inglis was writing these state-

ments about changing education, the Commission on the Reorgan-

ization of oecondary iiiducation was also at work,

Inglis criticized the statements of the Committee of

Ten, and these criticisms were consistent with his recommenda-

tions, i'o better understand how Inglis felt, his criticisms

of the Committee of Ten are indicated first.

1. No vocational arts subjects were included.

2. 2he college admission function was too dominant.*

3. Curriculum differentiation was on the basis of

subjects rather than on post-school life and work.

%bid., p. 1^.

•The original purpose of the GoEmittee of Ten was the
establishment of uniform college entrance requirements.
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FIGUaE I

THE HIGH SCHOOL FiiOGHAJI aiiCOMMiJJDJilD

BI THE GOMKITTSi^ OF TEI^

?IiiST YLIiR 3E00HD TiiAH
Periods Periods
per week per week

Latin 5 Latin 5
English literature 5

5
Greek 5

^-nglish composition 2 English literature 3
2 5German (or French) 4 English composition

Algebra 5 German 4
History of Italy, French 4

3pain, and France 3 Algebra* 2 1/2
5European Political- Geometry 2 1/2

continental and Botany or zoology 5
oceanic flora and Jinglish history to
faima 4 1688 5

THIHD TEAE

Latin
Greek
English literature 3
ijoglish composition 1
Rhetoric 1
German
French
Algebra 2 1/2
Geometry 2 1/2
Chemistry
History, iiinglish

and .^uuerican
Astronomy 1/2 year
rieteorology 1/2 year

FOURTH YEAE

Latin
Greek
English literature 3
English composition 1
English grammar 1
German
French
Trigonometry
Higher algebra
I'hysics
History (intensive)

and Givil
government 3

Geology or rhysiography
1/2 year 2

Anatomy, ihysiology, 4
and Hygiene
1/2 year 2

•Option of bookkeeping and commercial arithmetic,

5
4

4
4

5

3

3

5
4

4
4

2

5

9
•'Committee of Ten, .f^.eport of the Committee of Ten on

Secondary School Studies (Hew YorF? American Book, Co.

,

1894) ; p : W"
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4-. Foreign languages occupied too much time.

5. Ko provision was made for the pupil who did not

finish school.

6. There was too little flexibility.

Inglis recommended dividing the curriculum into several

groupings, i'irst, however, he said that "hy the tenth grade,

students should be grouped according to their dominant inter-

ests, abilities, and destinies, at least in a tentative

fashion. " The curriculum groupings which he thought to be

necessary were:

1. Business and clerical—bookkeeping, stenography,

typing, etc.

2. Industrial—building trades, wood-working, metal-

working, etc.

5, Agricultural—general farming, animal husbandry,

etc.

4. Domestic—homemaking, nursing, institutional

skills.

5. Preparatory—academic and technical college,

normal school.

6. General curriculum—for those of uncertain futures.

7. Special ciirriculums—art, music, etc., for large

A. Inglis, Princ . of ^ec. Jid. (New fork: Houghton
Mifflin Co., 1918), pT^S. ~" ^
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schools.

William L. ./rinkle—1938

Thinking again in terms of the functions or purposes

of education, Wrinkle thought its purpose was the "develop-

ment of values, justifiable on the basis of their worth in

enabling each individual to live his life more effectively,

12both as an individual and as a member of society.

"

Wrinkle suggested the use of "broad fields of experi-

ence" in the curriculum in carrying out the above purpose.

These fields were;

1. Science—experiences in a physical and natural

environment.

2. Social studies—experiences involving people.

5. Literature and language—experiences of communi-

cation.

^, Experiences in the arts,

5. oocializing experiences.

He went on to state that these fields were not distinct units

in themselves but that one field should cover the experiences

involved in several of the others. n.lso, he thought that

specialized courses, like algebra, foreign languages, ancient

^-^Ibid. , pp. 688-689.

12William L. Wrinkle, The New High ochool in the Ilaking
(New rork: .imerican Book Go.7~T9557, p. 2^7^
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history, economics, and others should have been eliminated

15
or highly restricted. '^

Educational Policies Gonmlsslon -• 19^7

This branch of the National Education Association had

a great deal of influence on education, particularly before

1955 • ^'he recommendations given hero were based on the needs

common to all youth as stated by the i^ducational Policies

ar<

15

14
Commission. --'ol lowing each stated need are one or more

practices suggested for meeting that need.

1. iill youth need to develop saleable skills and those

understandings and attitudes that make the worker an intelli-

gent and productive participant in economic life. ^0 this

end, most youth need supervised work experience as well as

education in the skills and knowledge of their occupations.

a. Vocational sub^Jects along with cooperative work

programs.

b. Supervised vacation and oaturday jobs.

c. Use of guidance in each individual's vocational

^^Ibid. , pp. 30-31.

14
i:.ducational : olicies Commission, iJducation for ^JJL

-tuaerican Youth s (.Washington 6, D, u. : educational ioTIcIes
Oonraission of the National education .association, 1944).

^Paul E. flicker, et al. , "The Imperative Heeds of
Youth," Bulletin of the National .association of Secondary
ichool Irinciples of the National education -issociation,
XXXI CMarch, 1947)7"pp. 7-144.
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choice.

2. All youth, need to develop and maintain j^ood health

and physical fitness.

a. i revision of education in personal, home, and

community health.

b» Physical activities to arouse interest and build

confidence.

3. -11 youth need to understand the rights and duties

of a citizen of a democratic society and to be diligent and

competent in the performance of their obligations as mem-

bers of the community and citizens of the state and nation.

a. Jtudy of governmental philosophy and structure.

b. Study of current problems and events.

c. Guidance for showing to each his unique position

in society.

4. All youth need to understand the significance of the

family for the individual and society and the conditions

conducive to successful family life.

a. Provision of a wide variety of co-educational

activities.

b» Etiquette education.

c. Sex education.

d. Study of family relationships and responsibilities.

e. Study of family skills—budgeting, clothing, food,

Ittxuries, etc.
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5. All youth need to know how to purcliase and use goods

and services intelligently, understanding both the values

received by the consumer and the economic consequences of

their acts.

This topic should influence nearly all subjects, ^ixt

classes could point out good taste in dress, etc. Shop

classes would give a boy an understanding of what a good

piece of furniture is. Other subjects such as mathematics,

business education, social studies, science, and others will

also be affected.

6. All youth need to understand the methods of science,

the influence of science on human life, and the main scienti-

fic facts concerning the nature of the world and of man.

a. The provision of science classes.

b. Teaching the scientific method of problem solving.

c. trovision of laboratories, audio, visual, and

physical aids to learning.

d. providing for special interests and abilities.

7. All youth need opportunities to develop their capaci-

ties to appreciate beauty in literature, art, music, and

nature

.

a. Provision of needed facilities—art, music, and

reading rooms.

b. irovision through the organization of the day.

8. All youth need to be able to use their leisure time
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well and to budget it wisely, balancing activities that yield

satisfaction to the individual with those which axe socially

useful.

a. Training in the use of leisure.

b. Provision of drama, art, music, movies, litera-

ture, and school camps near by for week ends or

vacations.

c. Teaching of the active duties of citizenship

usually carried out in times of leisure.

d. Safety education for leisure time.

9. All youth need to develop respect for other persons,

to grow in their insights into ethical values and principles,

and to be able to live and work cooperatively with others.

a. Stress the importance of the group in any activity.

b. Character education with the provision of a value

system.

10. All youth need to grow in their ability to think

rationally, to express their thoughts clearly, and to read

and listen with understanding.

a. Teaching of problem solving aind acceptance of dif-

ferent points of view to develop rational thinking.

b. More reading in subjects and leisiire time.

c. Jpecial remedial reading for the slow readers.

d. Instruction in terms of personal abilities.
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James 3. Gonant - 1939

Dr. Gonant mentioned three ma;3or objectives which he

believed the high school to have had. First, the high school

should provide a general education for all students since

each will someday be a citizen. Second, the provision of

elective programs for those who did not wish to continue

their education past high school was necessary. Third, to

provide an adequate academic program for those who would go

on to a college or a university was necessary.

Gonant suggested the following improvements in second-

ary education,

1. A comprehensive counseling program.

2. Individualized, personally adjusted programs of

study.

3. Subiject by subject ability grouping.

4. Composition as one-half of the jinglish program.

5. Diversified vocational offerings.

6. Remedial training for the very slow readers.

7. These minimum required programs for the average

and the academically talented.

16
Gonant, 0£. cit . , p. 17-
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REv^UISED YEA13 KLcJCOJIVE

ii^nglish 4 At least seven more
iocial studies 3-^ couraes not including
Mathematics 1 physical education,
ocience 1

ACADEraCiiLLY TALiJTTED JTUDElfT
SUBJECT YEARS

liathematics 4
Poreign language 4
Science 5
Lnglish 4
Social Studies 3

8. College courses for the highly gifted students in

high school.

9. A grade of C in an introductory course as a pre-

requisite for admission to the ensuing advanced

course.

10. A voluntary developmental reading class open to

anyone.

11. Tuition free stammer school.

12. .The provision of three or four years of a foreign

language when asked for "by the students.

13. -L'he teaching of science for diverse interests.

14. The use of homerooms to promote social under-

standings.

15. 1^ twelfth grade social studies class on current

issues in society and government. '

17Ihid.
, pp. 44-75.



C0Ki;j{l3CIJ3 AND G0NCLUoI0IT3

This final section of th.e report is an analysis of the

suggestions listed in the previous section. First, the sug-

gestions are compared for similarities and differences, then

some conclusions are dra\/n.

Comparisons

In order to be as ob;5ective as possible, the recommen-

dations are compared in tabular form. The standard for com-

parison is the group of recommendations made by Gonant.

First, there is a list of similarities to Gonant 's suggestions,

then a list of the differences which existed. In the table

of similarities, those which are similar are mentioned. A

blanic space does not necessarily indicate the existence of

a difference. In the same way, a blank space in the table

of differences does not indicate a similarity. It may be

that that specific author had not mentioned that topic.

TABL^ OF 3iniL4.^ITI33

Educational
The Committee Alexander v/illiam L. lolicies James B.

of Ten Inglis ./rinkle Commission Gonant

Counseling Guidance in 1. Gompre-
implied by vocations hensive
proposed and citizen counseling,
groupings. education
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TABLL OF SIMIIiAEIXI^i (continued)

The Gommittee i-lexander
of i'en Inglis

Jilliam L
./rinkle

i:Xiucational
Folicies

Comiaission
James B.
Oonant

Individu-
alized in
the total
broad field
of experi-
ence.

Grouping
in the
curricu-
lums by
ability.

About 1/2 the
time in iing-
lish was in
composition.

Vocational
arts
should be
offered

English and
history, 4

years.
Math, -.ag-

lish, and
foreign
language

,

4 years.

ocience is
one broad
field of
exijeri-
ence.

Individual-
ized in-
struction.

Vocational
subjects
and work
projects.

Remedial
classes for
slow
readers.

Science is
one of the
needs of
youth.

2. Individu-
alized pro-
grams of
study.

3. Subject
by subject
ability
grouping.

4. Composi-
tion as 1/2
the ^jiglish
program.

5

.

Diversi-
fied voca-
tional pro-
grams.

6. Remedial
reading
classes.

7. 2eciuired
programs

:

a. -vera^e
4 Years

Inglish
doc. Studies
1 Year

Math
jcience
b. Talented
4 Years
Math
Foreign Lang,
:Jngli3h
3 Years
Science
5oc. Studies
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The Committee
of Ten

.^.lexander
Inglis

./illiam L.
v'rinkle

^educational
Policies

Gommission
James B.

Oonant

3 years of
two modern
languages
plus the two
classical
languages.

ocience is
one field
of experi-
ence for
all
interests.

Study of
current
problems
and events.

12. 5 or 4
years of one
foreign
language if
asked for.

13

.

xeach
science for
diverse
interests.

15. iocial
studies
class in
current
problems.
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TiiBLii OF DIPJFiJRCNClJS

The Committee ^ilexander
of 'Ten Inglis

.iilliam L.
Wrinkle

i^ducational
i olicies

Commission
James 3.
Conant

One basic
program for
everyone.

Curricular
tracks of
study.

Math and
science, 4
years.

Science and
Social
Studies, 4
years.

Severly
restrict
such sub-
jects as
foreign
language
and
algebra.

Probably
would
have had
such
classes
eliminated.

2. Individu-
alized pro-
grams of
study.

7. Kequired
programs:
a. .average
4 years

-:-nglish
joc . studies
1 lear

Math
Science
b. Talented
4 Years
Math
Foreign Lang,
j-nglish
5 Years
science
Soc. Studies

8. College
type
courses for
the highly
gifted.

9, Keep
advanced
courses
academic.

10. Develop-
mental read-
ing classes.
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TABLx. 0? DIFi'x;H-:.]ifCEJ (continued)

The Committee
of Ten

Alexander
Inglis

iilliam L.

vJrinkle

ii-ducational
loliciea

Commission
James 3.
Conant

Less
foreign
language

.

These courses
are strictly
academic.

Foreign
language
should be
discarded
from the
school.

11. Tuition
free summer
schools.

12. 5 or 4
years of
one foreign
language if
asked for.

15. Peach
science for
diverse
interests.

1^. Home-
rooms to
promote soc-
ial under-
standing.

Analysis . One interesting thing to note is that the

authority with which Conant had the highest number of simi-

larities and the fewest differences was the -ducational Poli-

cies Commission (E.P.C). Conant was a member of this com-

mission, which may be part of the reason for the above fact.

Also, however, there is the fact that Conant and the E.P.O,

worked in nearly the same period of history.

Many of Dr. Conant 's recommendations were similar to

those stated earlier. He and the Committee of Ten supported

academic sub^jects. iiowever, Conant stressed their importance
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more for the academically talented and gifted than for the

average student, foreign languages in particular were

recommended by both authorities.

Inglis and Oonant each felt that vocational subjects

and some guidance were necessary. Again, however, Inglis

emphasized the vocational arts more than Gonant.

Wrinkle, being influenced by the progressive move-

ment, appeared to place emphasis upon the individual child.

Conant, too, suggested that each student should have his own

program of studies, but he did not appeaz- to can*y the idea

to as great an extent as did Wrinkle.

The -^educational iolicies Commission made statements,

about several topics, which agreed with what Conant later

suggested. Both thought that guidance was a necessity in

vocation selection and in personal orientation, fhe impor-

tance of vocational subjects, previously established, was

supported by each, liemedial reading was something new with

the i^.P.C. and Coneuat, too, recognized its importance. A

consideration of contemporary problems of society and govern-

ment was also recognized as a necessary part of everyone's

education.

The recommendations of Conant not mentioned by pre-

vious authors were generally either quite recent trends

—

developmental reading and tuition free summer schools—or

they were very specific—college courses for the gifted and
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homerooms to promote social understanding.

It has been stated that v^onant and the Committee of

18
Ten issued sugcestions considerably alike. However, this

study points out several minor differences and one which was

quite large, ^oth saw the dual function of preparing some

for further schooling and others for adult life immediately

after higii school. ITie Committee of Ten based their advice

on the assumption that the mental training and exercise

included in a classical curriculum were what the student

should have. 2hat is to say that one curriculum was suffi-

cient for everyone. Gonant, however, specified that each

person should have his or her own individualized program of

studies throughout the high school years.

Inglis felt that the foreign languages in the curricu-

lum of the Committee of Ten occupied too much time. H.e

would probably disagree with Gonant, too, on the place of

foreign language in the high school. >^onant suggested a

program of study for each individual, but Inglis advised a

different organization, xiis plan was to group students into

several curricular tracks, each track leading to a definite

goal, such as college, marriage, farming, business, or

industrial trades. Conant was trying to escape from such a

track organization because of the social prestige attached

Bent and Kronenberg, 0£. cit
. , p. 425.
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to the college preparatory and social stigma to some of the

vocational arts tracks.

Wrinkle advocated that highly specialized subjects,

such as foreign language and algebra, be eliminated or highly

limited. I'his is an obvious difference from Conant's sug-

gested four years of foreign language and joathematics for

the talented students.

No differences were found between Conant's advised

improvements and those of the iiducational Policies Commis-

sion, liore than likely there are some which exist, but none

have been revealed in this study.

Conclusion

Prom the information analyzed for this study it seems

logical to say that most of what Dt, Conant recommended for

the ruaerican high school had previously been suggested. How-

ever, this is not to imply that he had taken his information

from past literature, for his information was obtained

directly by himself and a committee of workers, llie infor-

mation which guided Jr. Conant was direct evidence of suc-

cessful practices foxond in various high schools throughout

the United otates.

In the past, authorities in education have emphasized

first one need or goal then another, x^ach time this happened

there was a general tendency toward certain practices or
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types of curriculiims and some of these remained in tiie edu-

cational community as accepted procedure. -^Iie result of

th.e movement to provide more adequately for the student who

would not go on to college was the acceptance by educators

of the importance of the vocational arts. Later, the pro-

gressives turned the attention of educators from subject

matter to center around the child and his needs. J-'hese were

the types of practices reported by *Jonant.

Practices which he reported were evident and in use

because they were brought to the attention of administra-

tors and teachers by educational leaders, such as those in

this study, and by the structure and needs of society of

that time, i'herefore, )r. Gonant has presented his sugges-

tions for a better secondary school, but he has also pointed

out some of the trends in present day education.

Inhere is at least one question which is closely related

to this study but is beyond its scope, ^re these trends in

education related to the society of which they are a part

and if they are related, in what ways?



Dr. Burl Hunt and Dr. Charles Feccolo were always

ready with their encouragement and guidance, for which

the author is very grateful.
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Many people today, both educators and those not

directly involved with education, believe that most of what

Dr. Gonant recommended for the high schools were entirely

new concepts, procedures, and methods, i^his study was made

to determine if his suggestions were actually so revolution-

ary, or if much of what he said had been developed at an

earlier date and used at least for a while in some schools. .

The purpose, of the study, then, was to compare

selected recommendations made by James B, Conant, for the

improvement of secondary education, with those made by other

prominent educators or groups of educators.

The procedure involved in obtaining information was

first the selection of authorities to be used in the study.

They were chosen so that the time interval from the Commit-

tee of Ten (1895) to the time of Gonant (1959) would be

nearly evenly divided. Any suggestions related to the cur-

riculum which these men made for improving secondary schools

were included in the study.

iifter the recommendations were selected they were com-

pared for similarities and differences. From this informa-

tion the final conclusion was drawn.

The Committee of Ten (1895) relied almost entirely

upon the academic subjects to exercise and train the mind to

think. Thus the curriculum was the same for every student.

Conant, too, felt that the academic subjects were important,

but that they should be balanced with those which are not so
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academic, ills suggestion was that each student should have

his own individualized program of studies. Ihus those who

were more talented academicallj should carry more academic

subjects than those with average talents.

Inglis and Gonant agreed quite readily upon the neces-

sity of vocational subjects in the high school curriculum.

Inglis appeared to place more emphasis on this area than did

Conant, to the exclusion of what Conant considered to be

important academic subjects. One other difference concerns

the program of studies. Gonant recommended the individual-

ized program for each student, and Inglis suggested that each

student choose one of several curricular tracks to follow.

Conant felt that the track oi^anization tended to draw some

into the college preparatory, because of the social prestige

and parental pressxire, who did not belong there, ^ilso, some

would not enter the vocational tracks because of social

stigma attached to the track.

Wrinkle seems to have been particularly concerned that

each child's needs be met. Gonant agreed with this when he

suggested the individualized program of studies for each

student. These two men disagree on the necessity of includ-

ing academic subjects in the high school curriculum. Wrinkle

thought that such specific subjects should be eliminated or

highly restricted. Gonant, however, advised some academic

work for nearly everyone.

The use of guidance, remedial reading classes, and
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vocational subjects were three of the things upon which

Conant agreed with the i^ducational iolicies Oonmiission.

They were found to have had no differences within this

study.

From the information obtained in this study it may

be logically concluded that much of what Dr. Conant sug-

gested as practices for improving the high school had

already been stated and usually put into use. His ideas

were not entirely new, but this is not to subtract from the

importance of his statements. They are important not only

as guidelines for the future, but they also point out present

social and educational trends.


